Project Title:
Adriapan Secretariat
Lead Applicant:
MPA Torre del Cerrano

The project "AdriaPAN Secretariat" presented by the AMP Torre del Cerrano,
within the "2nd Call for Small Grant Projects for Mediterranean MPAs for 20122013" promoted by the Mediterranean Protected Area Networks (MedPAN) and
sponsored by Fonds Français pour l'Environnement Mondial, Prince Albert II of
Monaco Foundation and MAVA Foundation, has been selected as the winning
proposal among 52 competitors. The project addresses the need for a crossborder and cooperative dialogue tool as means of raising the economical
promotion practices of the Adriatic MPAs. The project partners are the MPAs
adhering to the Cerrano Charter - the AdriaPAN Network - or being about to
adhere to it. The project was promoted by the MPAs of Miramare and Torre del
Cerrano with the latter as the lead applicant.
The general purpose is to gain the acquaintance and reliance of local MPA
managers in this regional branch of the Mediterranean network, by providing
services in favor of their MPAs and the local territory. This will take place by
building up a common, web-based communication tool devoted to the broad
public which will promote MPAs, the activities of interest and will provide
general services. The same web portal will promote contacts among MPAs
managers and staff - also through a restricted access - in order to produce
common projects and proposals in response to funding tools such as EU's
instrument for grants on programs like Interreg, IPA Adriatic, MED, Life+, South
East Europe and others.
The web platform is already online by November 2012, and the Secretariat have
to be extended by “AdriaPAN Secretariat 2” project.

Amount of the Project
Euros 20.000,00
- financial contribution from
MedPAN: € 14.000,00
- self-paying € 6.000,00
Call:
2nd Call for Small Grant
Projects for Mediterranean
MPAs for 2012-2013
Project Status:
Approved and Financed
- launch date: 1st June 2012
- duration: 12 months
TO BE EXTENDED by
“AdriaPAN Secretariat 2”

INFO:
www.adriapan.org
info@adriapan.org

